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FUNDRAISING PITCHBOOK
ALPHA VS. BETA

Here is a checklist of slides you should have in your pitchbook. There should be no longer than
13 maximum slides. We call it Alpha vs. Beta. Beta is already known items where Alpha is your

value add that make you and your fund stand apart from the competition.

1.  SKIN IN THE GAME

 All allocator respondents demanded that the manager invest their own money in their funds. This was to offer 
certainty that they were investing alongside the manager, and that gains and losses would be felt by both 
parties.1

2. MARKET ENVIRONMENTS WHERE STRATEGY MAY OR MAY NOT WORK

 If duration of invested capital is important to you, then detailing when your strategy may or may not work is 
 important as no one wants redemptions especially in an emerging manager.

BETA CHECKLIST

ALPHA CHECKLIST

https://www.pammarketingnut.com/2014/10/ceo-and-employees-must- 
have-skin-in-the-game-for-employee-brand-advocacy-programs/

https://www.citadelcapital.co.ug/investment-philosophy-and-strategy/
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3. TEAM COHESION

 Just listing the biographies is not enough, its important to highlight the prior organizations that the portfolio 
managers, analysts, etc have worked before.

4. HOW IS YOUR FUND DIFFERENT? 

 •  Is it the investments process?
 •  Prudent Risk Management? 
 •  Dissect the Luck vs. Skill Question

5. HOW DID YOU LEARN FROM PAST MISTAKES THAT IMPACTED YOUR INVESTING TODAY?

 1. Maybe not as prone to many behavioral biases as before
 2. Strict Stop Loss on Short Positions in Fund vs. in the past
 3. Growth Mindset vs. Fixed Mindset

 Feel valued, realize your company’s potential…

6. BUSINESS PLAN VISION

 What do you want to build? A business or just a fund. A business plan vision can correlate to the duration of 
invested capital.

 Allocator View: PM’s can easily overvalue their portfolio skills and undervalue running a business.2

https://i1.wp.com/omosebimaryomolola.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/ 
04/different

https://pxhere.com/en/photo/773427

 http://leecaraher.com/mistakes-important-learn-success/

http://www.soidergi.com/2018/12/business-strategy-vector/business- 
strategy-planning-icon-flat-vector/
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